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INTRODUCTION 

This is the 26th of the monthly reports by the Quantum Planning Group (QPG) to WECC and the 
Scenario Development Subcommittee (SDS) delivered on the 7th day of each month, covering: 

1. Significant Event-Pattern-Structure (EPS) Events and Early Indicators (EIs) for the WECC 
Scenarios and their implications,  

2. Significant Uncertainties and Major Trends in the EPS and Early Indicators, and 
3. Movement and progress indicated by the trends towards one or more of the WECC 

Scenarios. 

These reports include Scenario 5: Energy, Water, and Climate Change since EPSs can be related to 
this Scenario, even though there are no specific Early Indicators for this Scenario other than a 3-
degree F temperature rise by 2034. 

While this monthly report details EPS submittals for November 1-30 2017 inclusively, our analysis 
considers and builds on learnings from the last 25 reports. We refer the reader to our report to the 
SPSG of November 3, 2015, entitled: WECC Scenarios Trends and Early Indicator Analysis, and the 
prior WECC Scenarios: Early Indicator, Trends and Scenario Movement Analysis reports (Trends 
Reports) of October 2015 - October 2017 for additional background information found here. 

The links to the event EPSs and articles that follow in this report are “hot” and, when clicked, will 
take the reader directly to the EPS in the SPSG pages on the WECC website, or to referenced articles. 

For November there were: 
14 new EPS with significant events added, including one EPS submitted by an SDS member and one 
EPS submitted by a WECC staff member, 
13 EPS (93 %) with one or more EIs flagged for   
28 EIs flagged 

For the period September 2015 – November 2017 there were: 
485 Total EPS with significant events added  
312 EPS (64%) with one or more EIs flagged for  
571 EIs flagged 

This month’s report includes the following sections: 

Executive Summary……………………………………………………. Page 3 
Significant Uncertainties, Recent Trends & Wild Cards… Page 5 
Scenario Axis Trends………………………………………………….. Page 10 
EPS Events with EIs and Scenarios 1-5 Movement……….. Page 15 
EPS Events without EIs Flagged…………………………………... Page 21 
  

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/Pages/Events-Pattern-Structure.aspx
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Scenario Movement: In this November 2017 Trends Report, there are no changes in our view of 
movement in the Scenario matrix from our October report. As discussed in detail in the following 
report sections, this month’s report finds no clear combination of trends and indicators of 
movement towards Scenarios 1, 2 or 4, while a combination of indicators continues to trend slightly 
towards Scenario 3. Events and trends in both Scenario Axes and other indicators continue to point 
strongly to Scenario 5: Energy, Water, and Climate Change.  

Scenario Axis Trends 
Economic Growth - Unemployment rates in the Western Interconnection continue to improve for 
the most part as unemployment rates in October across the Western Interconnection, except for 
Alberta and New Mexico, all fall within the range normally associated with full employment. GDP 
growth numbers for states and provinces were released for the second quarter and growth trends 
continue mixed across the region, yet there may be a potential movement towards a pattern of higher 
growth across the region(see our detailed discussion of economic growth beginning on page 10).  

Broad economic indicators for the US and Canada as a whole, e.g., GDP growth and unemployment, 
remain mixed. GDP growth for the US 3rd quarter was reported at 3.0%, following a strong 2nd 
quarter growth of 3.1%, although most analysts do not expect those levels of growth to continue 
through the 4th quarter. The IMF revised its 2017 growth forecast for Canada to 3.0% and for the US 
to 2.2%. At the same time, the US Bureau of Labor is projecting continuing increasing income 
equality and shrinking job prospects at least through 2026 (October 2017 Trends Report).  

This conflicting mix of data and information on economic growth around Scenarios 1, 2, and 4 
continues, and economic trends continue to point slightly towards Scenario 3. 

The global economy by all accounts remains in a faster growth period: The International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) has raised its global economic growth forecast for 2017 to 3.6%, and 3.8% for 2018. The 
past 12 months have seen a strengthening in the global economy, and the recovery from the 
recession of 2008-2009 appears to be more widespread as 75% of the world's countries are seeing 
faster economic growth for the first time since 2010. World trade is expected to growth 4.2% in 
2017, the fastest growth in six years. 

There have been pickups in investment, industrial production and consumer confidence worldwide, 
and all of the 45 countries tracked by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
are set to grow this year, a synchronicity that’s been uncommon in the past 50 years (October 2017 
Trends Report). 

An indicator of continued faster growth came as the central bank in Germany said the German 
economy is expanding into the end of the year on strong industrial activity and firms are struggling 
to find workers to satisfy orders (this portends well for other parts of Europe and Germany’s 
trading partners). There were no events in November that would indicate a slowing of the global 
economy. In a significant move, a group of Pacific Rim nations, Eleven Pacific Rim countries, 
including Canada and Japan, have agreed on the “core elements” of a vast new regional trade pact 
without the US by stripping out a swath of intellectual property protections and other contentious 
measures previously advocated by Washington.   

Progress along the Technology Innovation axis has not changed since our last reports.  We continue 
to see no revolutionary breakthroughs in technology innovation in the electricity supply and 
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distribution sector, although there continue to be continuous improvements in the innovative use of 
storage technologies, and energy technology production costs.  

The continuing incremental improvements in electricity supply and distribution technology 
innovation point towards Scenarios 1 and 3 and away from Scenarios 2 and 4. Our full discussion of 
Scenario Axis trends begins on page 10.  

Uncertainties, Major Trends and Wild Cards 
While there were no new significant uncertainties noted in November, there were, however, new 
events that fit previously identified trends in Natural Gas Prices, Renewable Cost Reductions and 
Penetration, and Climate Change. We also note a new Wild Card on the increasing electricity 
demand of cryptocurrencies and Blockchain applications, and we discuss a number of events 
related to Economic Growth in the Scenario Axes section.  

The dance between low natural gas prices, renewable generation penetration and cost reductions, 
and flat electricity demand continue to affect the generation mix.  

A recent report notes that 68 coal units and 7 nuclear plants are scheduled to close by 2020, 
totaling 22,500 megawatts of power generation. At the same time, almost 100 gas generating units 
are expected to shut down as well.  Exelon has filed for bankruptcy protection for five natural gas 
generator plants in Texas, citing historically low power prices in the state driven by increased wind 
generation and flat demand. In California, the Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) released a report 
that shows that the state will get half of its electricity from renewable energy sources, including 
wind and solar by 2020, a full decade ahead of schedule. 

Growth in economic activity (measured as Gross Domestic Product, or GDP) has tended historically 
to be coupled with increases in electricity use as populations grow and generate more goods and 
services. That has not been the case in the US for the past three years are so, and we are now seeing 
this trend on a global scale, and at ever faster rates. The Energy Information Agency (EIA) noted 
that recently this relationship has been decoupling in many countries. The EIA projects that for both 
the Organization for Economic and Development (OCED) and non-OCED countries, electricity 
growth rates will remain lower than their economic growth rates through 2040.  

Three reports were released in November on climate change, all noting significant developments 
that indicate a continuing increase in global warming and greenhouse gas emissions. As mandated 
by the Global Change Research Act of 1990, the US Global Change Research Program has released its 
fourth National Climate Assessment with White House Approval.  

The most revealing part of the report is the blunt statement on the underlying cause of climate 
change: "Many lines of evidence demonstrate that it is extremely likely that human influence has 
been the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century. Over the last 
century, there are no convincing alternative explanations supported by the extent of the 
observational evidence." 

The second report, released by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) showed that 
concentrations of CO2 in the Earth's atmosphere surged to a record high in 2016, an increase 50% 
higher than the average of the past 10 years.  In the third report, the National Geographic Society 
reviews a study by the University of East Anglia that projects that after three years of stalled 
emissions growth, human-sourced CO2 emissions have not peaked, and are set to rise again in 2017. 

On the Wild Card front, we are following a new Wild Card related to the increasing use of electricity 

https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/greenhouse-gas-concentrations-surge-new-record
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by cryptocurrencies and Blockchain transactions now that the expansion of cryptocurrencies such 
as Bitcoin and their transaction foundation Blockchain effects on electricity demand is now 
beginning to be understood. A recent article in The Guardian (UK) reports that Bitcoin mining 
consumes more electricity a year than Ireland. 

 According to Digiconomist, which has published the first study of Bitcoin energy consumption, the 
estimated power use of the Bitcoin network, which is responsible for verifying transactions made 
with the cryptocurrency, is 30.14 TWh a year. At a continuous power drain of 3.4 GW, it means the 
network consumes five times more electricity than is produced by the largest wind farm in Europe. 
At those levels of electricity consumption, each individual Bitcoin transaction uses almost 300 KWh 
of electricity - the EIA reported in 2016 that the average U.S. household uses up an average of 897 
KWh per month.  

Although power consumption of other payment networks is harder to isolate, one of Visa’s two US 
data centers reportedly runs on about 2% of the power required by Bitcoin. Between them, those 
two data centers conduct around 200 million transactions a day; the Bitcoin network handles fewer 
than 350,000. 

Our full discussion of Uncertainties, Recent Trends, and Wild Cards begins on page 5 and continues 
in the Scenario Axis Trends beginning on page 10, and our discussion of each Scenario begins on 
page 15. 

SIGNIFICANT UNCERTAINTIES FOR CONSIDERATION 

While there were no new significant uncertainties noted in November, there were, however, new 
events that fit previously identified trends in Natural Gas Prices, Renewable Cost Reductions and 
Penetration, and Climate Change. We also note a new Wild Card on cryptocurrency and Blockchain 
electricity usage, and we discuss a number of events related to Economic Growth in the Scenario 
Axes section.  

RECENT TRENDS 

Natural Gas Prices, Renewables and Energy Markets 
The dance between low natural gas prices, renewable generation penetration and cost reductions, 
and flat electricity demand continue to play out in energy markets and affect the generation mix. 

A new analysis of FERC and NRC data1 by the Environmental Working Group shows that utilities 
have proposed closing 68 coal units and 7 nuclear plants by 2020, totaling 22,500 megawatts of 
power generation. At the same time, almost 100 gas generating units are expected to shut down as 
well. No new coal or nuclear plants are proposed to replace the closing units, but there are new gas 
plants expected to be built.  

A prime example of these energy market dynamics is Exelon’s filing for bankruptcy protection2 for 
five natural gas generator plants in Texas, citing historically low power prices in the state driven by 
increased wind generation and a flattening of demand. 

                                                             
1 EPS: New Report: 75 Coal and Nuclear Plants to Close by 2020, Governor’s Wind Energy Coalition & The Environmental 

Working Group, November 13, 2017 
2 EPS: Exelon files for bankruptcy protection for gas plants in Texas power market, Exelon Press Release, November 7, 

2017 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1481&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1487&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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In California, the Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) released a report3 that shows that the state 
will get half of its electricity from renewable energy sources, including wind and solar by 2020, a 
full decade ahead of schedule. The law signed in 2015 set a 2030 deadline for achieving the 50% 
level of renewables, yet each of the state's three largest utilities (Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), 
Southern California Edison, and San Diego Gas & Electric) exceeded the 25% by 2016 intermediate 
goal. The largest, PG&E, sourced 33% of its electricity from renewable sources. The article noted 
that in the past two years, California’s law sparked a wave of new solar power plants and wind 
farms across the state. As a result, the price of solar energy dropped, according to the report, by 
77% between 2010 and 2016, from $127.55 per megawatt-hour to $29.17 per megawatt-hour, and 
the price of wind dropped by 47% in the same time period. 

In some States, including Texas and California, a surplus of power from many sources, including 
wind, solar and natural gas, is leading to falling market prices for power. At the same time, operating 
costs for coal and nuclear plants are rising as they age and require more maintenance and their 
owners are losing millions, perhaps billions, of dollars, while solar, wind, and natural gas units are 
cheaper and easier to build and operate. 

This trend combination will likely to continue well into the coming decade as low natural gas prices 
and subsidized renewable energy supplies enter electricity markets where demand growth is low or 
even declining due to energy efficiency.  Market realities will lead to declines in prices consistent 
with basic economics until the market achieves “stability”. The timing of when these driving forces 
will play out is anyone’s guess, and we think they will continue to be variables in WECC planning and 
scenario development in both Year 10 and Year 20 timeframes. 

Electricity Demand & Economic Growth Disconnect 
Growth in economic activity (measured as Gross Domestic Product, or GDP) has tended historically 
to be coupled with increases in electricity use as populations grow and generate more goods and 
services. However, we have noted in past reports the trend of the decoupling of demand growth and 
economic growth in the US, and now we are seeing this trend on a global scale, and at ever faster 
rates. The Energy Information Agency (EIA) noted that recently this relationship has been 
decoupling in many countries. The amount of decoupling in various countries is caused by many 
factors—including the countries’ relative level of development, electrification, economic makeup, 
and income levels, and developed nations, e.g., China, are using less electricity as they shift their 
economic base from heavy industries towards light manufacturing and advanced manufacturing 
and services. The EIA projects that for both the Organization for Economic and Development 
(OCED) and non-OCED countries, electricity growth rates will remain lower than their economic 
growth rates through 2040.  

We have already seen WECC’s 2026 and 2028 Year 10 Common Cases reflect a much lower demand 
growth profile across the Western Interconnection (WI) that prior years cases. 

 A key question for both Year 10 and Year 20 study cases and scenario development is, what economic 
growth drivers in future years will increase electricity demand and at what rates, and what drivers 
will tend to keep demand flat?  

                                                             
3 EPS: California Will get 50% of Electricity from Renewables by 2030, 10 Years Ahead of Schedule, Mother Jones, CPUC, 

November 15, 2017 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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Climate Change 
Three important reports were released in November on climate change. As mandated by the Global 
Change Research Act of 1990, the US Global Change Research Program has released its fourth 
National Climate Assessment4 with White House Approval. The report can be found here: 
https://science2017.globalchange.gov/. There were many who thought the report would be highly 
censored, given the Trump Administration's messages, stance, and action on climate change. The 
most revealing part of the report is the blunt statement on the underlying cause of climate change: 
"Many lines of evidence demonstrate that it is extremely likely that human influence has been the 
dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century. Over the last century, there 
are no convincing alternative explanations supported by the extent of the observational evidence." 

Specifically, the report quantifies the amount of human-caused warming in the period from 1951 to 
2010: between 0.6-0.8 degrees Celsius (1.1-1.4 degrees Fahrenheit). Its best estimate of the total 
temperature change for that same time period is right within that range, at 0.65 degrees Celsius (1.2 
degrees Fahrenheit). The report notes that the warming influence of human activities can be larger 
than the actual change if natural factors would have caused cooling. 

The report also summarizes the evidence for changes in extreme weather of various types. Heat 
waves and intense rainfall events are up in most places, for example, while trends in tornadoes are 
unclear. Looking forward, it notes that the frequency and severity of “atmospheric river” weather 
patterns hitting the West Coast are expected to increase. Snowpack in the West (key to water 
supplies) is expected to shrink. On the topic of wildfires and their relationship to weather patterns, 
the report finds with high confidence that the “incidence of large forest fires in the western United 
States and Alaska has increased since the early 1980s  and is projected to further increase in those 
regions as the climate warms. The article linked5 in the referenced EPS has more detail and 
comments on the report. 

The second report, released by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) showed that 
concentrations of CO2 in the Earth's atmosphere surged to a record high in 2016, an increase 50% 
higher than the average of the past 10 years.6 2016 measurements in 51 countries of what is left in 
the atmosphere after significant amounts are absorbed by the Earth's "sinks", which include the 
oceans and the biosphere, saw average concentrations of CO2 hit 403.3 parts per million, up from 
400 ppm in 2015. Per the chief of the WMO, "it is the largest increase we have ever seen in the 30 
years we have had this network.” 

Researchers say a combination of human activities and the El Niño weather phenomenon drove CO2 
to a level not seen in 800,000 years, even as human sources have declined in the past two years - it 
is the cumulative total in the atmosphere that really matters as CO2 stays aloft and active for 
centuries. 

In the third report, the National Geographic Society reviews a study7 by University of East Anglia 
scientists that projects that after three years of stalled emissions growth, human-sourced CO2 

                                                             
4 EPS: US Govt. Releases Climate Change Report - Contradicts Trump Administration's Message, Ars Technica, The US 

Global Climate Change Research Program, November 3, 2017 
5 Article: US government climate report: Climate change is real and our fault, Ars Technica, November 3, 2017 
6 EPS: Record surge in atmospheric CO2 seen in 2016, The BBC and World Meteorological Organization, October 30, 

2017 
7 EPS: After Leveling Off, CO2 Emissions Set to Rise Again in 2017, The National Geographic Society, November 13, 

2017 

https://science2017.globalchange.gov/
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/greenhouse-gas-concentrations-surge-new-record
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1478&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://arstechnica.com/science/2017/11/us-government-climate-report-climate-change-is-real-and-our-fault/
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1479&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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emissions have not peaked, and are set to rise again in 2017. The scientists project that in 2017 
global emissions of CO2 from fossil fuels and industry will once again rise by 2 percent,   to a record 
37 billion metric tons. Those emissions had increased by only a quarter of a percent from 2014 to 
2016. It's a guess as to whether 2017 will be a blip on a trajectory of decreasing emissions, or if it is 
an indicator of a return to high growth of emissions. 

China will be burning more coal this year as extreme drought conditions reduced river flow 
and hydropower production. The US and the European Union saw emissions decrease more slowly 
than expected. In the U.S., higher natural gas prices led to a slight rise in coal burning, for the first 
time in five years, while oil use also increased. As a result, emissions that had been declining about 
1.2 percent a year dropped to less than half a percent. In the European Union, emissions dropped 
less than a quarter percent after a decade of annual declines topping 2 percent a year. 

WECC’s Scenario 5: Energy, Water, and Climate Change, is becoming more and more relevant each 
month, and we see a clear trajectory along its path. Developed in 2014, a further refinement and 
updating of this scenario base on new learnings and events may be warranted as part of the Scenario 
Development Subcommittee work plan. 

WILD CARDS 

A new Wild Card was added in November: The increasing electricity demand generated by 
cryptocurrency mining (in this case Bitcoin) and Blockchain transactions, and we continue to 
monitor the current Wild Cards of trade disputes affecting the electricity industry, a preference for 
fossil fuels, solar financing problems, cyber-security, and BREXIT. 

Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain: Electricity Hogs 
The expansion of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and their transaction foundation technology 
Blockchain effects on electricity demand is now beginning to be understood. A recent article in The 
Guardian (UK) reports that Bitcoin mining consumes more electricity a year than Ireland.8  
According to Digiconomist which has published the first study of Bitcoin energy consumption the 
estimated power use of the Bitcoin network, which is responsible for verifying transactions made 
with the cryptocurrency, is 30.14 TWh a year. 

With a continuous power drain of 3.4 GWh, the Bitcoin network consumes five times more 
electricity than is produced by the largest wind farm in Europe, the London Array in the outer 
Thames Estuary, at 630 MW.  At those levels of electricity consumption, each individual Bitcoin 
transaction uses almost 300 KWh of electricity - the EIA reported in 2016 that the average U.S. 
household uses up an average of 897 KWh per month. If you are a Bitcoin miner, better watch your 
electricity bill. Per Digiconomist:  

Although power consumption of other payment networks is harder to isolate, one of Visa’s two US 
data centers reportedly runs on about 2% of the power required by Bitcoin. Between them, those 
two data centers conduct around 200 m transactions a day; the Bitcoin network handles fewer than 
350,000. The astronomical power draw is a facet of how the Bitcoin network protects itself against 
fraud. With no centralized authority confirming transactions, Bitcoin is instead backed by “miners”, 
who put specialized computers to work churning through extremely power-intensive computing 

                                                             
8 EPS: Is Mining Bitcoin Worth Destroying Your Electric Bill?, The Guardian (UK) via The Street, November 30, 2017 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/cryptocurrency.asp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin
https://www.ibm.com/blockchain/what-is-blockchain.html?S_PKG=AW&cm_mmc=Search_Google-_-Blockchain_Blockchain-_-WW_NA-_-Blockchain+Technology_Exact_AW&cm_mmca1=000020YK&cm_mmca2=10005804&cm_mmca7=9031988&cm_mmca8=kwd-342734825704&cm_mmca9=7b48d51a-08a7-405e-8feb-a47223fdba20&cm_mmca10=218832978890&cm_mmca11=e&mkwid=7b48d51a-08a7-405e-8feb-a47223fdba20|1298|168&cvosrc=ppc.google.blockchain%20technology&cvo_campaign=000020YK&cvo_crid=218832978890&Matchtype=e
https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/tech/news/story/2012-03-25/visa-data-center/53774904/1
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1490&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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problems. Solving those problems both rewards the miner, handing them almost a quarter of a 
million dollars in Bitcoin, and verifies all transactions made in the last 10 minutes. The high use of 
electricity is related to the combination of the miner’s power-intensive specialized computers and 
the need to maintain the servers on which cryptocurrencies live functioning 24 hours, seven days a 
week, with their attendant uptime and cooling requirements. As the price of Bitcoin goes up, so 
does the value of the reward, meaning that more miners put more computers to the task of running 
the network. But since the price of Bitcoin doesn’t necessarily rise in step with the number of 
transactions, that disconnect can mean the currency uses a significant amount of power per 
transaction in periods of high prices. 

New sets of transactions (blocks) are added to Bitcoin’s blockchain roughly every 10 minutes by so-
called miners. While working on the blockchain these miners aren’t required to trust each other. 
The only thing miners have to trust is the code that runs Bitcoin. The code includes several rules to 
validate new transactions. For example, a transaction can only be valid if the sender actually owns 
the sent amount. Every miner individually confirms whether transactions adhere to these rules, 
eliminating the need to trust other miners. 

The trick is to get all miners to agree on the same history of transactions. Every miner in the 
network is constantly tasked with preparing the next batch of transactions for the blockchain. Only 
one of these blocks will be randomly selected to become the latest block on the chain. Random 
selection in a distributed network isn’t easy, so this is where proof-of-work comes in. In proof-of-
work, the next block comes from the first miner that produces a valid one. This is easier said than 
done, as the Bitcoin protocol makes it very difficult for miners to do so. In fact, the difficulty is 
regularly adjusted by the protocol to ensure that all miners in the network will only produce one 
valid bock every 10 minutes on average. 

Once one of the miners finally manages to produce a valid block, it will inform the rest of the 
network. Other miners will accept this block once they confirm it adheres to all rules, and then 
discard whatever block they had been working on themselves. The lucky miner gets rewarded with 
a fixed amount of coins, along with the transaction fees belonging to the processed transactions in 
the new block. The cycle then starts again.9 

For near-term WECC consideration, the question is what might happen to electricity use/demand if 
cryptocurrencies proliferate, and just as importantly if the use of Blockchain enters the electric power 
sector as an enabling tool in an evolution of market transactions in a more distributed energy supply 
future? 

We will continue to watch this Wild Card. This is the first time we have discussed Blockchain in 
these reports and the applications that use it, e.g., cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, and we added links 
above provide articles covering the basics of cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, and Blockchain, and a link to 
the energy consumption report by Digiconomist. 

  

                                                             
9 Website: Bitcoin Energy Consumption Index, Digiconomist, updated regularly 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consensus_(computer_science)
https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption
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SCENARIO AXIS TRENDS 

The WECC Scenario Matrix 

Each of the four original WECC Scenarios fits 
into one of four quadrants within a 2 x 2 
matrix, using the two primary scenario 
drivers chosen by the SPSG of 1) Economic 
Growth in the WECC Region; and 2) 
Technology Innovation in Electric Supply 
and Distribution. 

Each Scenario can thus be described – at a 
high level – by the combination of the matrix 
axes.  

For example, Scenario 1: Focus on Economic 
Recovery would be characterized as: 
“Widespread Economic Growth in the WECC 
Region with Increasing Standards of Living 
and Evolutionary Changes in Electric Supply 
and Distribution Technology”.  

The matrix provides both a quick visual model for the Scenarios and a reference for the discussions 
that follow. However, for a complete understanding of the Scenarios, we encourage readers to read the 
2013 WECC Scenario Narratives found here. 

Economic Growth in the Western Interconnection 
US Jobs and Unemployment - Reports were released10 in November covering activity during 
October 2017: US employers added 261,000 jobs in October11 compared to the 33,000 jobs lost in 
September dues to extreme weather events.  

The jobless rate - consisting of workers who filed for unemployment benefits – edged down to 4.1% 
from September’s 4.2%  Hidden unemployment (those working part-time and want full-time jobs 
and those not working who want jobs) was 5.9%%, dropping  total unemployment to 10.0%, a total 
of 16.5 million workers, down 1 million as hospitality jobs recovered from September losses . 

 
Figure 1, Change in US Jobs 2015-
2017 YTD, the New York Times 
Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
10 US Bureau of Labor Statistics, News Release: October 2017 Employment Situation, November 3, 2017 
11 EPS: US Adds 261,000 Jobs in October, Wage Growth Stagnant, The New York Times, November 3,  2017 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/Pages/Scenario-Planning.aspx
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1477&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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Figure 2, US Unemployment 2007-
2017 YTD, the New York Times 
Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 

 

 

 

 

Wage increases continue to plod along, as hourly wages dropped in October by 0.5%, dropping the 
year on year increase to 2.4%.  Economists remain at a loss as to why wage growth has been only 
modest at best as increased demand for workers is not driving the type of wage growth seen in the 
past. 

Figure 3, US Average Wage Earnings 
2007-2017 YTD: The Enduring 
Mystery, the New York Times Source: 
US Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 

 

 

 

 

Canada Jobs and Unemployment - Canada exceeded expectations in October, adding 35,000 jobs 
from September’s 10,000 new jobs. The unemployment rate moved higher at 6.3% compared to 
September's 6.2% as more young people looked for work. The number of full-time positions swelled 
by 88,700, while part-time employment dropped by 53,400 jobs.12 The “other services” category led 
the growth in jobs with a gain of 21,400 positions, while the construction industry gained 18,400. 
Information, culture and recreation industries added 15,300 jobs. Offsetting those gains, the 
wholesale and retail trade sector lost 35,900 positions. 

The unemployment rate in Alberta has not fully rebounded to what it was in the fall of 2014, just 
prior to the oil-related downturn. The unemployment rate was 4.4% in November 2014 and 
reached a peak of 9.0% in November 2016. In October 2017 Alberta's seasonally adjusted 
unemployment rate was 7.8%, down from last month's rate of 7.9%. 

Employment in British Columbia was also little changed in October. Employment in the province 
has held steady since June 2017, following a strong upward trend which began in the spring of 
2016. On a year-over-year basis, employment in the province was up by 64,000 (+2.7%) and the 
unemployment rate fell 1.2 percentage points to 4.9%. 

                                                             
12 EPS: Canada Exceeds Expectations with 35,300 Jobs in October, Statistics Canada, The Edmonton Journal, , and 

Economic Dashboard Alberta, Global News Canada, November 3 2017 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1480&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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Figure 4, Canada Unemployment 2007-
2017 YTD, Source: Statistics Canada 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Through October, with the exception of Alberta and New Mexico, official unemployment rates (not 
including hidden unemployment) across the region are well within the range usually considered as 
“full employment”. 

Figure 5, Unemployment across the Western Interconnection, 2014-2017 Sources: US Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, Statistics Canada 

 
Economic Growth in the Western Interconnection – Broad economic indicators for the US and 
Canada as a whole, e.g., GDP growth and unemployment, remain mixed. GDP growth for the US 3rd 
quarter was reported at 3.0%, following a strong 2nd quarter growth of 3.1%, although most 
analysts do not expect those levels of growth to continue through the 4th quarter. 

 The increase in US real GDP in the third quarter reflected positive contributions from personal 
consumption expenditures, private inventory investment, nonresidential fixed investment, exports, 
and federal government spending.  

The IMF revised its 2017 growth forecast for Canada to 3.0% and for the US to 2.2%. At the same 
time, the US Bureau of Labor is projecting continuing increasing income equality and shrinking job 
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prospects at least through 2026 (October 2017 Trends Report).13,14,15 

Canada’s overall economy continues to improve, although, in the Western Interconnection, Alberta 
continues to struggle from to recover from jobs lost due to low oil and natural gas prices. Canada's 
manufacturing sectors are increasingly being helped by stronger worldwide economic growth.  

Second quarter 2017 US GDP growth data by state was released in October, and growth was mixed 
across the Western Interconnection. Notably, Wyoming was one of the three fastest growing 
economies in the US at 7.6%, and in Canada, Alberta continued its recent improving outlook, with 
growth at 2.9%. Quarterly GDP growth provides a snapshot over a short timeframe, and long-term 
trends may not be immediately apparent. 

However, the chart below does indicate the inconsistent growth patterns seen in the past four years 
across the Western Interconnection.  

Figure 6, GDP Growth across the Western Interconnection, 2014-2017 YTD Sources: US Bureau of 
Economic Analysis, Statistics Canada 

This month we decided to look at the combination of unemployment and GDP growth for the 
Western Interconnection in 2017 year to date (YTD) in a single chart, and a picture emerged that is 
obscured by the multiple year view of the previous charts. We see a trend towards lower 
unemployment and higher GDP growth across the region.  

We note in the charts above that full unemployment is usually considered at 5.5% or lower and high 
GDP growth is usually 2.5% or higher. When we chart the progress of both indicators for 2017, a 

                                                             
13 US Bureau of Economic Analysis, News Release: 3rd Quarter GDP, October 27, 2017 
14 US Bureau of Labor Statistics, News Release: Employment Projections: 2016-2026, October 24, 2017 
15 EPS: U.S. Government project continued income inequality, The New York Times, October 24, 2017 

https://www.bea.gov/newsreleases/regional/gdp_state/qgsp_newsrelease.htm
https://www.bea.gov/newsreleases/national/gdp/2017/gdp3q17_adv.htm
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/ecopro.tn.htm
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1474&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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clearer picture emerges for the region as we see only two states below 2.5% GDP growth, and only 
one state and one province above 5.5% unemployment.  

Figure 7, 2017 GDP Growth and Unemployment across the Western Interconnection, Sources: US 
Bureau of Labor, US Bureau of Economic Analysis and Statistics Canada 

 
Taken together, this combination could well be an early indicator of a trend towards a period of 
consistent overall higher growth – but whether this growth can be maintained past 2017 and 
become widespread remains to be seen in light of the continued increase in inequality within the 
region.16 We will continue to look at this going forward. 

The Global Economic Front – The global economy by all accounts remains in a faster growth period: 
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has raised its global economic growth forecast for 201717 to 
3.6%, and 3.8% for 2018. The past 12 months have seen a strengthening in the global economy, and 
the recovery from the recession of 2008-2009 appears to be more widespread as 75% of the 
world's countries are seeing faster economic growth for the first time since 2010. World trade is 
expected to growth 4.2% in 2017, the fastest growth in six years. 

There have been pickups in investment, industrial production and consumer confidence worldwide, 
and all of the 45 countries tracked by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
are set to grow this year, a synchronicity that’s been uncommon in the past 50 years (October 2017 
Trends Report). 

In the latest indication of faster global growth, the central bank in Germany said the German 
economy is expanding into the end of the year on strong industrial activity and firms are struggling 
to find workers to satisfy orders. Adding to the growth story, the Conference Board’s leading 
economic index for the United States rose 1.2 percent in October, or double the rate economists 
polled by Reuters had expected. Investors shrugged off the political impasse in Germany while the 

                                                             
16 EPS: U.S. Government project continued income inequality, The New York Times, October 24, 2017 
17 EPS: The World Economy Continues to Pick up Momentum, Associated Press, October 10, 2017 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1474&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1465&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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U.S. leading economic indicators provided further evidence of fairly strong economic data and an 
economy that is still gaining traction.18  

In a significant move, a group of Eleven Pacific Rim countries, including Canada and Japan, have 
agreed on the “core elements” of a vast new regional trade pact19 without the US by stripping out a 
swath of intellectual property protections and other contentious measures previously advocated by 
Washington. While some details are still pending (none of which appear to be major issues) the 
ability of the group to craft a new trade agreement without the US lead or participation shows an 
increasing willingness to go it alone to bolster economic growth within the region. Although the US 
exit from the Trans-Pacific Trade Pact has left the deal smaller in scale with Japan now its biggest 
member economy, the 11 remaining countries still include almost 500 million people and cover 
more than $10 trillion in economic output, 13% of all global trade. 

The impact on the Western Interconnection, with its heavy emphasis on Pacific Rim trade could be 
severe, forcing the US to try and negotiate separate trade agreements with each of the 11 countries, 
and the success of doing that is problematic. 

In summary, events, and trends in November continue to indicate a faster growth period in the 
global economy and continue to paint mixed signals and an unclear understanding of economic 
growth in the US and the Western Interconnection. We believe we remain in a period of ambiguity 
and uncertainty around the trajectory of both US and Global economic growth, but recent events do 
trend towards Scenarios 3 and 4 and away from Scenarios 1 and 2. 

Technology Innovation in Electricity Supply and Distribution 
We continue to note that progress along this axis has not changed since our last reports, as 
innovation in this sector continues to focus on incremental and continuous improvements in 
renewables, storage efficiencies, and production costs. 

There were no new events along this axis in November that would change our view that continuing 
incremental and continuous improvement, coupled with innovative ways of combining existing 
technology within electricity supply and distribution systems remains pointing to Scenarios 1 and 3 
and away from Scenarios 2 and 4. 

  

                                                             
18 Article: Stocks gain on global growth outlook, euro falls, Reuters, November 19,2017 
19 EPS: Pacific Rim Nations Forge New Trade Pact Without the US, The Financial Times-London, November 11, 2017 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-markets/stocks-gain-on-global-growth-outlook-euro-falls-idUSKBN1DK02L
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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EPS EVENTS WITH EARLY INDICATORS & SCENARIO MOVEMENT 

Scenario 1: Focus on Economic Recovery (S1): Widespread economic growth in WECC 
region with increasing standards of living and evolutionary changes in electric supply and 
distribution technology 
EPS Events Noting Flagged Early Indicators: 

EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

Is Mining Bitcoin Worth Destroying Your 
Electric Bill? 
Wild Card 

Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in national and global financial markets 

1.3 

IEA Releases World Energy Outlook 2017 Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

NONE 

Exelon files for bankruptcy protection for 
gas plants in Texas power market 

Shifts in national and global financial markets 1.3 

Pacific Rim Nations Forge New Trade Pact 
Without the US 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in national and global financial markets 

NONE 

After Leveling Off, CO2 Emissions Set to 
Rise Again in 2017 

Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

NONE 

Link Between Economic Growth and Energy 
Use Changing Worldwide 

Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

NONE 

Note: Items with * indicate EPS affecting more than one Scenario.                    Shaded EPS are footnoted in this report 

S1 Trends 
Economic Growth: Considering the sections above on Recent Trends and the Economic Growth axis, 
we continue to consider economic trends as uncertain for Scenario 1. 

Technology Innovation: Current trends continue to indicate continued incremental improvements in 
electricity supply and distribution technology, therefore pointing towards the Scenario 1 technology 
quadrant. 

Other indicators: The Wild Cards noted above continue to have potential long-term impacts on all 
Scenarios.  
S1 Movement  
NO CHANGE: Year to date events indicate continued conflicting movement around S1. 

Scenario 2: Focus on Clean Energy (S2): Widespread economic growth in WECC region 
with increasing standards of living and paradigm changes in electric supply and 
distribution technology 
EPS Events Noting Flagged Early Indicators: 

EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

IEA Releases World Energy Outlook 2017 Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

NONE 

Solar and Wind energy with storage added 
slowing rate of costs reductions 

Innovation in Electric Supply and Distribution 2.4 

NREL shows how utility scale solar can 
provide ancillary energy services 

Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region 2.4 

Exelon files for bankruptcy protection for 
gas plants in Texas power market 

Shifts in national and global financial markets 2.4 

Pacific Rim Nations Forge New Trade Pact Economic Growth in the WECC Region; NONE 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1490&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1490&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1486&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1487&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1487&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1486&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1489&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1489&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1488&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1488&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1487&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1487&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

Without the US Shifts in national and global financial markets 

California Will get 50% of Electricity from 
Renewables by 2030, 10 Years Ahead of 
Schedule 

Innovation in Electric Supply and Distribution; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Regulation of Electric Power Systems in 
the WECC Region 

2.4 

After Leveling Off, CO2 Emissions Set to 
Rise Again in 2017 

Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

2.1 

Link Between Economic Growth and Energy 
Use Changing Worldwide 

Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

2.4 

New Report: 75 Coal and Nuclear Plants to 
Close by 2020 

Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Regulation of Electric Power Systems in 
the WECC Region; 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

2.4 

Record surge in atmospheric CO2 seen in 
2016 

Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

2.1,2.2 

US Govt. Releases Climate Change Report - 
Contradicts Trump Administration's 
Message 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

2.1, 2.3 

Note: Items with * indicate EPS affecting more than one Scenario.                    Shaded EPS are footnoted in this report 

S2 Trends 
Economic Growth: Considering the sections above on Recent Trends and the Economic Growth axis, we 
continue to consider economic trends as uncertain for Scenario 2. 
Technology Innovation: We are still not seeing the breakthrough or paradigm changing electricity 
supply and distribution technology innovations presumed in this Scenario.  
Other indicators: There is continued strong growth in renewable energy in the Western 
Interconnection and the US. The Wild Cards noted above continue to have potential long-term 
impacts on all Scenarios. 
S2 Movement 
NO CHANGE: Year to date events show no clear movement towards S2 from either axis or other 
indicators. 

Scenario 3: Focus on Short-Term Consumer Costs (S3):  Narrow and slow economic 
growth in the WECC region with stagnating standards of living with evolutionary changes 
in electric supply and distribution technology  
EPS Events Noting Flagged Early Indicators: 

EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

IEA Releases World Energy Outlook 2017 Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

NONE 

Pacific Rim Nations Forge New Trade Pact 
Without the US 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in national and global financial markets 

3.2 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1481&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1481&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1479&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1479&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1478&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1478&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1478&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1486&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

After Leveling Off, CO2 Emissions Set to 
Rise Again in 2017 

Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

NONE 

Link Between Economic Growth and Energy 
Use Changing Worldwide 

Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

NONE 

Canada Exceeds Expectations with 35,300 
Jobs in October 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region 

3.3 

US Adds 261,000 Jobs in October, Wage 
Growth Stagnant 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region 

3.3 

Note: Items with * indicate EPS affecting more than one Scenario.                    Shaded EPS are footnoted in this report 

S3 Trends 
Economic Growth:  Considering the sections above on Recent Trends and the Economic Growth axis, 
we see economic events slightly trending towards Scenario 3. 
Technology Innovation: Current trends continue to indicate continued incremental improvements in 
electricity supply and distribution technology – pointing towards the Scenario 3.  
Other indicators: The Wild Cards noted above continue to have potential long-term impacts on all 
Scenarios. 
S3 Movement 
NO CHANGE from our last report: Considering the sections above on Recent Trends and the 
Scenario Axes, we see a combination of events slightly trending towards Scenario 3.  

Scenario 4: Focus on Long-Term Societal Costs (S4): Narrow and slow economic 
growth in the WECC region with stagnating standards of living with paradigm changes in 
electric supply and distribution Technology 
EPS Events Noting Flagged Early Indicators: 

EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

IEA Releases World Energy Outlook 2017 Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

NONE 

Solar and Wind energy with storage added 
slowing rate of costs reductions 

Innovation in Electric Supply and Distribution 4.4 

Pacific Rim Nations Forge New Trade Pact 
Without the US 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in national and global financial markets 

NONE 

California Will get 50% of Electricity from 
Renewables by 2030, 10 Years Ahead of 
Schedule 

Innovation in Electric Supply and Distribution; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Regulation of Electric Power Systems in 
the WECC Region 

4.3,4.4 

After Leveling Off, CO2 Emissions Set to 
Rise Again in 2017 

Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

4.1, 4.3 

Link Between Economic Growth and Energy 
Use Changing Worldwide 

Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

4.4 

New Report: 75 Coal and Nuclear Plants to 
Close by 2020 

Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Regulation of Electric Power Systems in 
the WECC Region; 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 

4.4 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1480&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1480&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1477&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1477&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1486&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1489&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1489&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1481&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1481&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

Electricity Sector 

Canada Exceeds Expectations with 35,300 
Jobs in October 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region 

NONE 

Record surge in atmospheric CO2 seen in 
2016 

Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

4.1,4.3 

US Govt. Releases Climate Change Report - 
Contradicts Trump Administration's 
Message 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

4.1, 4.2, 4,3 

US Adds 261,000 Jobs in October, Wage 
Growth Stagnant 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region 

NONE 

Note: Items with * indicate EPS affecting more than one Scenario.                      Shaded EPS are footnoted in this report 

S4 Trends 
Economic Growth:  Considering the sections above on Recent Trends and the Economic Growth axis, 
recent economic events are trending towards Scenario 4. 
Technology Innovation: Current trends continue to indicate continued incremental improvements in 
electricity supply and distribution technology – pointing away from the S4 technology quadrant. 
Other indicators: The Wild Cards noted above continue to have potential long-term impacts on all 
Scenarios. 
S4 Movement 
NO CHANGE: There continues to be no clear combination of indicators pointing towards S4. 

Scenario 5: Energy-Water-Climate Change (S5): S5 assumes a 3 degree F rise in global average 
temperature by 2034 and is the single key driver for this Scenario. S5 does not have any associated 
Early Indicators; however, if the SDS decides to complete S5, the work should include a set of Early 
Indicators for the Scenario. 

Of the 14 EPS reported in November, 10 are relevant to S5, some with significant effects, and all are 
discussed in the report sections above. 

EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

IEA Releases World Energy Outlook 2017 Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

NONE 

Pacific Rim Nations Forge New Trade Pact 
Without the US 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in national and global financial markets 

3.2 

California Will get 50% of Electricity from 
Renewables by 2030, 10 Years Ahead of 
Schedule 

Innovation in Electric Supply and Distribution; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Regulation of Electric Power Systems in 
the WECC Region 

2.4, 4.3, 4.4 

After Leveling Off, CO2 Emissions Set to 
Rise Again in 2017 

Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

2.1, 4.1, 4.3 

Link Between Economic Growth and Energy 
Use Changing Worldwide 

Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

2.4, 4.4 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1480&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1480&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1479&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1479&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1478&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1478&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1478&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1477&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1477&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1486&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1485&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1484&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1483&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1482&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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EPS Key Drivers EIs Flagged 

New Report: 75 Coal and Nuclear Plants to 
Close by 2020 

Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Regulation of Electric Power Systems in 
the WECC Region; 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

2.4, 4.4 

Canada Exceeds Expectations with 35,300 
Jobs in October 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region 

3.3 

Record surge in atmospheric CO2 seen in 
2016 

Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

2.1, 2.2, 4.1, 
4.3 

US Govt. Releases Climate Change Report - 
Contradicts Trump Administration's 
Message 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Supply in the WECC Region; 
Changes in Social Values Related to Energy Issues; 
Changes in Society’s Preferences for Sustaining 
Environment and Natural Resources 

2.1, 2.2, 4.1, 
4.2, 4.3 

US Adds 261,000 Jobs in October, Wage 
Growth Stagnant 

Economic Growth in the WECC Region; 
Evolution of Electric Demand in the WECC Region 

3.3 

Note: Items with * indicate EPS affecting more than one scenario.                    Shaded EPS are footnoted in this report 

Even though there are no specific Early Indicators for S5, and it does not appear on a Scenario 
matrix as do the other Scenarios, we can look at events and trends pointing towards or away from 
S5. 

S5 Trends 
In addition to the trends discussed in the Recent Trends section above, these trends continue to 
affect Scenario 5: 

• Lack of clarity of just what effects the Trump Administration’s continuing actions to unravel 
the environmental and energy policies of the Obama Administration will have on the 
country’s broader efforts to address global warming, especially now as more and more 
states focus on local actions to address the issues (See Trends and Wild Card sections 
above). 

• Regulation by litigation: Instead of a period of unregulated business activities promised by 
the Trump Administration, we are in a period of more risk and uncertainty for industry as 
environmental groups and their allies, along with states and local governments begin to 
turn to the courts to protect and enforce existing rules related to pollution, climate change, 
and energy policy. This trend has been exacerbated by the EPA’s decision not to settle such 
lawsuits, and instead defend them through the full judicial process. 

• Yet-to-be-understood impacts from the now triggered BREXIT could negatively impact 
Europe’s commitments under the Paris Agreement. The United Kingdom is in negotiations 
for the exit from the European Union, but there has been little progress and increasing 
political turmoil within the country 

• Improved cyber-security is critical in maintaining a country’s ability to manage their electric 
grids and other infrastructure that could be affected by climate change/global warming and 
those technologies designed to prevent or mitigate impacts of climate change. 

• Global warming continues at a record pace. 

S5 Movement 
NO CHANGE from our last report: Current indicators continue to accelerate and point towards S5. 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1481&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1481&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1480&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1480&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1479&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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Year-to-date events continue to indicate that the trajectory trend towards the 3 degrees F global 
average temperature rise has not eased, and in fact may be accelerating.  

EPS EVENTS WITHOUT EARLY INDICATORS 

There are a number of EPS events each month without EIs flagged due to the structure of the EIs in 
each Scenario and yet are seen as significantly affecting the Scenarios through their impacts on Key 
Drivers. These EPS - in addition to the EPS with EIs - were considered in our analysis of the Scenario 
Trends and Movements and referenced in this report.  

Significant EPS Affecting Key Drivers not flagged as EIs 
Related Scenarios and EPS, newest first: 
Scenarios EPS Key Drivers 
1,2,3,4,5 IEA Releases World Energy Outlook 2017 

Wild Card 
Shifts in Availability and Prices of Fuels used in 
Electricity Sector 

Note: Items with * indicate EPS affecting more than one Scenario.                    Shaded EPS are footnoted in this report 
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